
De’VIA Challenge 2016 Feb 29 Days  
Postings on De’VIA Central Facebook Day 9 –BLOOD DROP/TEAR 
motif  
 

 
Title: "Ear(s) and Mouth Really Matter to Them" 
Bonita Adair 
5 by 8 1/2 Personalized drawing book 
Utrecht DesignMarker brushes red and brown. Zig Millennium 05 black pen 
Image Description: Audiologists, specialists and parents who focus on 
speaking and hearing abilities rather than our Deaf vision. 
 
 



 
“Tears Shed” 
Brenda Aron 
ASL Poem:  Video  (2:17) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DijVaRJGOCQ 

 
"Bloody target!"  
Arnaud Balard  



I suggest an end too predictable, without showing any drop of blood.  
Only red color.... 
 

 
Title: "Blood Drops of Selective Sound" 
Jeffery Beatty 
Paper 53 & Pixelmator 
“Selective Sound Frequency” representative of each blood drops. 
 

 
Title: "Tears At the Front Line" 



Kat Brockway 
ipad, art studio 
pat the Front line, it is supposed to be beautiful or positive, but there are 
tears and blood overriding the sunlight Seeing the divided communities. 
 

 
“America the Beautiful”  
David Call 
Color linocut print.  
America the land of the free allows auditory/cochlear industry complex to do 
anything what they want. American government didn't hold them 
accountable for long term CI damages, and language deprivation. 
Auditory/CI industry owns Congress that allows them to get away. The 
blood of deaf CI victims is in American government's hands. 12 Bells 
represent 12 CI victims who died and bloody hands represents auditory/CI 



industry using the towel to dry off their bloodied hands. O'America the 
Beautiful!!!!! 
 

 
TITLE:  The Creation of OTHER People 
NAME:  Karen Christie 
Medium:  Fabric pieces (some painted) on dark blue background (approx 6 
x9)  Theme:  Deafhood Journey 
Motif TEAR, Motif BUTTON EYES, Motif ZIPPER (yep three in one!) 
Description:  Image of a face with two pale  button eyes (x stitched in the 
middle) and one small white tear below the right eye.  Two white cochlear 
implant looking devices with strings stretch from brain to ears.  A sound 
wave appears in black across the forehead.  In place of a mouth is a zipper 
with black cut strings of “stitches” on top and bottom.  In the lower, right 
corner is a dark blue hand button with thread shackling the fingers.  In the 
lower left corner is a dark blue hand button with fingers broken off.  White 
“static” zig zags out from the head. 
 
 
 
 



 

 
This blood is on THEIR hands 
PDurr 
Linocut 



 

 
Title: Keep ASL Live 
 Aurelio Cruz 
Size: 9 inch x 12 inch 
Materials:  Willow Charcoal, Colored Chalk Pastels, Sketch 
 



 
Maria Dollhopf 
I thought that it is broken heart and is crying from the experience. It is okay 
to choose tear. 
Guatemala Flag with two strips blue and white. 
No lensegua in America (Guatemala sign language) My American parents 
adopted me to bring to Michigan when I was 11 years old. I realized that I 
will never use lensegua as my primary language and I live in America. I lost 
everything about culture and lensegua. 



 
Title: "Video Game or Real Life?" 
By: Amy Cohen Efron 2016 
Size: 8' x 8' 
Materials: PicsArt and Digital Manipulations 
This is an adult themed (Mature rated) video game created by Surdism 
Games. The game is called "Audism Unleashed".  
Audism is so prevalent and it may cause violence. Experiencing constant 
audism everyday can lead depression, anger, frustration, helplessness and a 
lack of will. Deaf people experience bullying, harassment, domestic 
violence, addiction, serious mental health issues or even, suicide or death.  
Video games can provide an outlet for aggression and frustration, or 
sometimes video games can increase aggression. Check the pros and cons 
about violent video games here : http://videogames.procon.org/ 
As we already know that violent video games have so much blood and gore, 
and it is repetitive.  



 
"See, Speak & Hear Evil"  
by Jerry Grant AKA Dawah  
Oil market on colored paper 8-1/2"X11". 
 
 



 
Title: "Deafia, the God of Deafness" 
Kathy Fisher-Abraham  
Size: 9x12 
Materials: Sketch watercolor paper, sharpie, primscolor pencils, some 
photoshop appts( to add pictures of hearing aids and text) 
Theme: "Without deaf power, audism & oppression continues" 
This Artworks displays the God of Deafness suffering for the deaf people 
who were abused, bullied, forced to wear hearing aids and to learn oral only. 
He wept on while no sign language was allowed, and deaf students with 
their hands tied up to make their voice right, making right sounds repeatedly. 
He bled, tolerating deaf students' pain for many decades. 



 
Annick Gershwind 
"DEAF LEFT BEHIND" 
9inx12in black paper, cutting and paint acrylic. 
Paint et découpage. 
BLACK means: many situations to be frustrated by the lack of 
communication.  There were no internet, no cellphone for text message, no 
email, no Ipad, no interpreter, no closed captions anywhere. I couldn't 
understand why they laughed? I wished to laugh with them.   RED means: 
pain, not feeling good and awkward.   The worse, when I was in 
photography class in the lab to high school in Paris,  I was in the dark 
without understanding. I was waiting until the class be done, year 1983. 
 
 



 
Takiyah Harris 
Title: "Pressure on me with the blood blob brain" 
Collage art 
The child was suffer and was struggling to write the perfect sentences. He 
felt he was trapped under the grass. He felt he is a Big Failure from the 
hearing society. 



 
Hester Hussey 
 

 
Paul Kiel 



 11" by 8.5" 
Prismacolor Black Ink on white paper 
A teardrop containing 136 years of AG BELL and his cronies oppression 
and lies. Teardrop lists frustration, audism, dumb, stupid, anger, tokenism, 
paternalism, punishment, disappointed, oppression, tokenism, used, no asl, 
talk only, selfish, ruler spank hands, madness, speech therapy, hate and 
nasty. 
 

 
Fallen Rose… 
Ken McBroom 
 
 
 



 
"Fireflies Extinction"  
Ellen Mansfield 
oil and acrylic on canvas, 11 x 14 
the story is about that Fireflies extinction. Truz! we have too many lights in 
the towns, our homes, and less woods in our homes. at night time, a firefly 
would not see other firefly's signal for mating. so the numbers of fireflies 
reduce. so It reminds me how deaf people poplulation is getting less and we 
lost deaf culture thru audists. 
 
 
 
 



 
“De’Humankind” 
Ellen Mansfield 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
"Blood Falling in A Hand" 
Kellie Martin 
 
 



 
 
"Blood "Tearology" 
Artist: Tracey Milo 
12x12 
Medium: Copic and Tombow Markers, Black Ink 
"My experiences at Boston School for the Deaf, as well as Lowell Preschool 
for the Deaf, were my blood tears with these AGB-brainwashed Teachers 
made and forced me to rely on Lip-Reading methods and Oral-Only 
Communications. I never heard of Sign Language till much later. Thanks A 
Lot, AGB & Audism System for putting me through a lot. My result was 
full-loaded with frustrations." 
Example:  
"Mom" & "Mop" "Fifteen and Fifty" "Mom and Bob" "No and Go"  Imagine 
that at Age 3-8 years old 
 



 
“CI Side Effects" 
Laurie Rose Monahan 
Photoshop/ photos modification, 5x5 
 



 
"Tears of DEAF Deaf Educators" 
Stevie Naeyaert 
Drawn on iPad w/ Apple Pencil using # Paper53 App # MadeByPaper 
Traced images.  
Photocopy of letter Veditz wrote to Bell. 
[image description: Black white drawing of faces of Laurent Clerc, Andrew 
Foster, Marie Jean Philip and George Veditz. All have a single tear drop out 
of their eye. Background is a photocopy of letter Veditz wrote to Bell. There 
are teardrops drawn below several of Veditz's words too.] 
Entire letter is hard to read in this piece but the last part is my favorite. 
Veditz wrote "I regret sincerely your inability to attend our Congress next 
summer. We would have liked to convince you - pardon the expression - of 
the "error of your ways" and bring you into concord with the aims of the vast 
majority of the deaf. With the season's greetings, I am yours very truly, 
George Wm. Veditz" 
 



 
Tear of Life for Valli  (Video  2:00) 
Jeremy Quiroga 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=0A9pBg0qr5M&feature=em-upload_owner 
 

 
Title: "Frida Rejects Bell" 
By Roz Rosen 



Paper Cutouts 
The “Two Fridas” was modified to show Deaf Frida rejecting AGBell’s 
hand. Frida painted this after her divorce from Diego yet she was still 
yearning for him. This modification shows Frida resisting Bell’s devious 
overtures.   Artwork Description: Frida and AGBell have their hearts out; 
Bell extends his hand to Frida to express possible relationships. Frida holds 
one hand up in rejection and the other hand holds scissors to cut all ties with 
AGB. 
 

 
Title: "It's All Good" 
Nancy Rourke 
oil on canvas 
This is about a Deaf child who hears for the first time, but it is showing false 
information. This painting shows a Deaf child screaming and crying with 
blood tears coming out while the parent smiles and says, 'it's all good.' 
Doctors tell parents it is normal for a Deaf child to cry. Behind is the USA 



flag with 12 white cochlear swirls to honor the first 12 Deaf children who 
died from CI complicated surgeries. Why show USA flag? because in 
America, CIs are spreading like weeds. 
 

 
 
 
Paul Scearce 
Media: Photoshop 
The Deaf rights activists around the world are fighting with bloody tears for 
the dwindling Deaf generations X in the world of advancing technology for 
cochlear implants & stem cell therapy. The Deaf race might face an 
extinction like dinosaurs. Our Deaf culture & beautiful sign language might 
perish into the distant memory. 
 



 
Pratigya Shakya 
 



 
'Poor ASL Receptive' 
Diane Squires 
Medium: ArtRage (of course) and Dreamscope 
 



 
"The river that runs through it" 
Storme Ren Heidi 
Digital manipulation of photo (Paddy Ladd's book)  
A simple, poignant depiction of the struggle for so many. The journey is 
rarely without blood, sweat and tears. Today more so, it's about the blood, 
the fixing of something that isn't wrong. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Katy Walker 



 
"Blood Tear" 
Daniel Winship 
medium: Digital 
struggles and transformation 
the pain of oppression transforms a Deaf person 
 



 Untitled  
Jenny Witteborg 
Acrylic on canvas 11x14 
 



 
 
 

 
Title: Almost Perfect Family 
Yusuf Yahya 
Medium: Finger paint (pinkie), Acrylic, Paint pen ( only on baby face) and 
Finger paint paper 
Size: 12 x 18 inch 
When hearing mother holding her baby deaf daughter, her daughter is still 
crying, injury after cochlear implant surgery while hearing parents look 
happy together. 


